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Abstract: Within the frame of a simple, long-wavelength, quasi-static description, we present a10

theoretical characterization of the optical response of metal nanoparticles doped with active gain11

elements in a core-shell (metallic core within an active dielectric shell) and nano-shell (active12

dielectric core within a metallic shell) configurations. The common feature of these structures is13

that, adding gain to the system produces an increase of the quality of the plasmon resonance,14

which becomes sharper and sharper until a singular point, after which, the system switches15

from absorptive to emissive (nanolaser). We use this aforementioned simple model to develop a16

general method allowing to calculate both the expected singular plasmon frequency and the gain17

level needed to realize it, and to discuss the spectral deformation occurring before and after this18

singular point. Finally we propose a way to calculate if the singular behavior is reachable using19

realistic amounts of gain.20
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The last decade has seen the study of resonant plasmonic nanostructures (including noble22

metals and active elements), steadily gaining momentum within the field of plasmonics while23

attracting interest in both optoelectronics and nanotechnology due to the variety of the possible24

applications: nano-resonators in noble metals are, in fact, good candidates for the realization25

of visible-range metamaterials, where the embedding of optical gain (organic dye molecules or26

nanocrystals) is possibly the most promising strategy to circumvent the high level of losses they27

present at these frequencies [1–16], which are, just to mention an example, the primal reason for28

which the realization of metamaterial based cloaking devices [17–19] at visible frequencies have29

practically been put aside. Moreover, metallic nanostructures with gain elements are nanoscale30

sources of strong optical fields; this intriguing feature, culminating in the conception of the31

SPASER, widened their potential applicability to nanoscale lithography, probing, microscopy and32

more [20–23]. In the zoo of proposed nanostructures, a prominent role is played by core-shell33

and nano-shell nanoparticles, for they are controllable and stable plasmonic structures including34

all features needed for diverse optoelectronic applications [24–27], and they are obtainable in35

large numbers via nanochemical synthesis [28, 29].36

In a previous work [30], we studied the simpler situation of a single, homogeneous metallic37

nanoparticle immersed in a gain medium; focusing on the plasmonic response, with its amplifica-38

tion and distortions. In that study we have shown that new types of responses arise as the gain39

level is modified and we emphasized striking differences between gold and silver nanoparticles:40

when silver is used, the behavior is rather straightforward, with an increasing quality of the41

plasmon resonance as the amount of gain elements is increased towards the singular point; in gold42

structures (due to the higher loss associated with the interband transition), the situation is richer,43

and produces increasingly distorted spectra as the gain increases culminating in the appearance44

of a “conjugate” plasmon which arise as a Fano-type interference between the plasmon and45



the gain resonance curve. This new behavior shows one particularly attractive property from46

the application standpoint: at the plasmon frequency, the real response is maximal, and losses47

are close to zero. One of the main objectives of this work is the use of the aforementioned48

approach for the description of the behaviour of systems experimentally achievable such as gain49

functionalized core-shell and nano-shell nanoparticle.50

The previous model hypothesized an infinite active media surrounding the nanoparticle,51

uniform in density of molecules and pumping rate. If not completely unrealistic, this system is52

experimentally unpractical to the least, especially for application requiring a single nanoparticle53

and not a population. Moreover, we believe that is definitely interesting to verify if the more54

appealing features of the deformed spectra survive when relaxing the infinite/uniform gain media55

approximation. For these reasons, we propose here a model for gain embedded nanoparticles in56

the core-shell (with metal core and a dielectric shell including gain elements) and nano-shell57

(with metal shell and a dielectric core including gain elements) configurations. By introducing58

the aspect ratio d as the ratio between the internal and the external radius of these structures and59

a parameter � that will be defined later, which accounts for the quantity of gain in the system, we60

will explore the [d, �] parameter space looking for all of the interesting behaviors discussed in61

our previous work and more.62

1. Core-shell and nano-shell geometries63

We consider a single spherical nanoparticle (NP) whose core, of a relative permittivity Yc, is64

defined by the inner radius A1; this core is covered by a coating shell of permittivity Ys located65

in the space between A1 and the external radius A2 of the nanoparticle. The whole system is66

immersed in a dielectric host medium with relative permittivity Yh. In the quasi-static limit,67

where the size of the nanoparticle is enough smaller than the exciting wavelength, the dipolar68

polarizability U of such a NP is classically given as [31]:69

U(l) = 4cA3
2Yh
(Ys − Yh) (Yc + 2Ys) + d3 (Yc − Ys) (Yh + 2Ys)
(Ys + 2Yh) (Yc + 2Ys) + 2d3 (Ys − Yh) (Yc − Ys)

where d =
A1
A2
. (1)

The difference between the core-shell and the nano-shell, here resides in the definition of the70

permittivities Yc and Ys: by using a metal permittivity for Yc and a gain assisted dielectric one for71

Ys equation 1 represent a core-shell nanoparticle, by doing the reverse it describes a nano-shell72

one. The polarizability of a nanoparticle couples the total dipole moment p with the local electric73

field Eloc as p = UY0Eloc and it is related to the absorbance, the effective permittivity and all the74

nano and mesoscopic electromagnetic parameters of interest. For this reason it constitutes a75

reference for the most common optical characterizations.76

In the calculations we will carry out in this article, all material permittivities will be denoted as77

Y = Y′ + 8Y′′, with Y′ (resp. Y′′) the real (resp. imaginary) part. We follow the optics convention:78

losses correspond to Y′′ > 0, and gain to Y′′ < 0.79

The metal dielectric permittivity Ym as a function of the angular frequency l, is interpolated80

from the Johnson & Christy dataset [32] for gold and silver, and always displays a positive81

imaginary part Y′′m (l) due to Ohmic losses.82

The active gain medium is modeled using a single Lorentzian emission lineshape:83

Yg (l) = Y′g (l) + 8Y′′g (l) = Yb +
�Δ

2(l − l6) + 8Δ
, (2)

where Yb is the real, positive permittivity of the background dielectric medium embedding the84

gain elements (emitters such as dye molecules, quantum dots, etc.), Δ sets the emission bandwidth85

and l6 is the central frequency of the emitters. These gain elements are assumed to be externally86

pumped at some (absorption) frequency located sufficiently far away from the plasmon resonance.87



The important quantity � represents the global level of gain in the amplifying medium and is88

taken as a real, positive quantity. The higher the gain level in the system, the more positive the89

value of � gets.90

To provide gain and compensate for the losses in the metallic parts, Y′′g (l) is indeed negative,91

and the maximum of emission is obtained for l = lg with opposite sign to the parameter �:92

Y′′g (lg) = −� < 0.93

The gain level � is related to microscopic quantities as follows (see section 6 for details):94

� =
2`2

3ℏY0Δ
=#̃ > 0, (3)

where ` is the transition dipole moment of the emitters, ℏ the reduced Plank constant, = the95

volume density of gain elements, and #̃ the population inversion (i. e. the pumped fraction of96

the of the gain elements population). In this article, we will be considering the response of the97

system to variations in the gain level �: once a specific dye is chosen (i.e., ` and Δ are set), these98

variations can be obtained either by changing the density of emitters = within the gain region99

of the nanoparticle, or, for a given density, by modifying the pump power (which changes #̃).100

The latter is obviously more practical but gives access to a limited range of � values, since the101

inversion population rapidly saturates to a maximum. Changes in the density of gain elements102

allow to reach higher gain values by packing more emitters, although there are also limitations,103

as discussed in section 6.104

Equation 2 is widely used and accepted as a way to model gain media [16, 27, 33–36], but105

in the context of nanolasing, it indeed represents a strong approximation: this is presupposing106

that (i) the system is capable of reaching a steady state of emission; (ii) the gain medium can be107

described as a homogeneous medium, with a permittivity Yg. None of these is obvious, since108

emissive states are in essence dynamical, and described via time and space-dependent equations109

involving the population densities of various electronic levels. In a previous work [37], we studied110

the emission of a nanoparticle in a infinite gain medium, using a detailed dynamical model based111

on the optical Bloch equations: we found that, as long as the system remains lossy (passive)112

for some frequency l (i.e., the imaginary part of the polarizability is positive, U′′(l) > 0), the113

steady-state description of the gain medium holds at that frequency. Where the system becomes114

emissive with U′′(l) < 0, however, we found that the response in the gain medium becomes115

non-linear and depends locally on the spatially-varying intensity of the electrical field, so that a116

simple permittivity-based description similar to equation 2 becomes irrelevant.117

Therefore, we emphasize strongly that in what follows, one should exercise caution in reading118

charts presenting the evolution of, e.g., the polarizability versus the level of gain�: the simplified119

description put forward in this article works reliably only when U′′(l) > 0, and enables us,120

in particular, to calculate the response of the nanoparticle up to and at the singularity point.121

Beyond the singularity point, all lasing states, where U′′(l) < 0, will not be describable using122

this formalism (the corresponding areas in charts will be identified using a grey shading).123

2. Singular resonance124

A lot of the most exciting applications require the system to emit and while (as we just discussed)
the precise phenomenology of the emissive (lasing) states of the nanoparticle is outside the
possibilities of this model, we can still use it to calculate the threshold gain � th needed for the
system to start emitting. In all but a few exceptional cases (see further), the switch between
absorption and emission behaviours happens when the denominator of equation 1 vanishes and a
singularity is produced. Since the denominator is different for core-shells and nano-shells, we



get two conditions:

(Ym + 2Yh) (Yg + 2Ym) + 2d3 (Ym − Yh) (Yg − Ym) = 0 for nano-shells, (4)
(Yg + 2Yh) (Ym + 2Yg) + 2d3 (Yg − Yh) (Ym − Yg) = 0 for core-shells; (5)

solving for Yg, both conditions can be reduced to the form:125

Yg (l) = � (d, l), (6)

where the function � (d, l) is defined as:126

� (d, l) = Ym
2Ym (d3 − 1) − 2Yh (d3 + 2)
Ym (2d3 + 1) + 2Yh (1 − d3)

, (7)

for the nano-shell structures, and

� (d, l) =
√
(Yh − Ym)2 [4d3 (d3 + 1) + 1] + 3Yh [Yh (4d3 + 5) + 2Ym (10d3 − 1)]

4(1 − d3)
+

−Yh (d
3 + 2) + Ym (2d3 + 1)

4(1 − d3)
(8)

for the core-shell structures. Note that the function � depends only on the structural parameters127

of the nanoparticle (materials and aspect ratio), but not on the gain level in the system. Note128

also that, while equation 4 is linear in Yg, equation 5 is quadratic: this means that a second129

solution (other than the one presented in equation 8) exists in principle for core-shells; however,130

it produces non-physical effects such as negative values for � th, so that it can be safely dismissed.131

Condition 6 not only defines the threshold gain � th, i.e. the minimal gain in the system132

necessary to obtain a singular plasmon, it also yields the singular resonance frequency lsp; in133

both the core-shell and the nano-shell case, by substituting expression 2 in equation 6, one can134

easily obtain the following relation:135

� thΔ

4(lsp − lg)2 + Δ2 =
� (d, lsp) − Yb

2(lsp − lg) − 8Δ
, (9)

We note that the left-hand side of equation 9 is real, while the right-hand term is complex, so that136

the imaginary part of the right-hand term must be zero:137

Δ [� ′(d, lsp) − Yb] + 2� ′′(d, lsp) (lsp − lg) = 0 (10)

where � ′ and � ′′ are the real and imaginary parts of �. This last equation allows to calculate138

lsp; once this is known, we can use the real part of equation 9 to calculate:139

� th =
2
Δ
(lsp − lg)

[
� ′(d, lsp) − Yb)

]
− � ′′(d, lsp). (11)

It should be noted that, when using expression 7 for � (nano-shell), condition 9 is the same as140

that derived in [38], where it was directly calculated from boundary conditions. It can be also141

of interest that if one uses � (l, d) = Ym/2, the same procedure gives � th and lsp for a single142

metal particle in a infinite and uniform gain medium [30].143

One can see that both lsp and � th depend on d and on the distance (lsp − lg) between the144

singular plasmon frequency and the gain center position. It is possible to show that the most145

effective coupling between the gain emission and the plasmon occurs when lg = lsp, i.e., when146

the gain emission is centered on the singular plasmon it is feeding; then, the singular plasmon is147



obtained with the minimal global level of gain. The further apart one sets lg from lsp, the less148

effective is the coupling (i.e., the value of � th increases). In the following, we will assume that149

the gain positioning is always optimal with respect to the resonance (lg = lsp), including when150

the value of d is changed (in the nano-shell geometry, this leads to a shift of lsp, and therefore151

lg has to be adjusted accordingly to follow). We stress that this is not a physical prerequisite, but152

it will make the following discussion much simpler.153

Under such optimal gain positioning, equations 10 and 11 simplify into:

� ′(d, lsp) = Yb (12)
� th = −� ′′(d, lsp), (13)

this way making lsp and � th functions of d only.154

One final important remark is in order: even in the quasi-static, dipolar regime under155

consideration, these nanoparticles may in principle support more than one resonance (i. e.,156

there may be several solutions for lsp in equation 10). This is especially true for the nano-shell157

geometry, which is known for supporting symmetric and antisymmetric modes [39]. In the158

following, we always chose to focus on the most intense resonance only, which is the one requiring159

the lowest amount of gain to reach singularity and be driven to emission: this is the most relevant160

situation to consider for the means of practical feasibility of a plasmonic nanolaser. (In the case161

of a nano-shell system, this corresponds to the symmetric resonance.)162

3. Gain threshold and singular frequency163

In the previous section, we discussed how one can calculate the singular resonance frequency164

lsp, using equation 12, as a function of the aspect ratio d. In figure 1, we present the results of165

this calculation for silver (fig. 1a) and gold (fig. 1b). We shall also assume here and for the rest of166

the article that the background material hosting the gain elements in the nanoparticle is silica167

(Yb = 2.1316) and the external medium is water (Yh = 1.769).168

Here one can see that in the core-shell configuration, the singular resonance frequency is169

basically constant (black line): this should be understood because it essentially reflects the170

position of the plasmonic resonance of the metallic core as d is changed, which is well-known171

to be mostly insensitive to size in the quasi-static regime of polarizability we considered. In172

contrast, in the nano-shell configuration (magenta line), lsp redshifts as d increases: this is also173

expected, since this resonance reflects mostly the symmetric mode of the nanoshell [39].174

It is also worth stressing again that, once the value for d is decided, the singular resonance175

center-line lsp calculated using equation 12, represents the ideal center-line frequency of the176

gain permittivity Yg (l) maximizing the plasmon-gain coupling, which could be interesting from177

an experimental standpoint.178

We have also shown how one can use equation 13 to calculate the minimal amount of gain179

� th (threshold) needed to produce a singular behaviour in the polarizability of core-shells and180

nano-shells. In figure 2 we present the results of this calculation for silver (fig. 2a) and gold181

(fig. 2b), plotting � th as a function of d in the core-shell (black line) and the nano-shell (magenta182

line) geometries. The first thing one can notice is that in both cases the gain threshold needed183

to produce the singular behaviour is up to an order of magnitude larger for gold than it is for184

silver. This is expected because, compared with silver, gold is a high-loss metal. Also, for both185

metals and for both configurations, the larger the metal volume, hence losses (i. e. larger d186

for core-shells and smaller d for nano-shells), the bigger the level of required gain � th to drive187

emission. (Ripples in the graph for silver come from strong measurement uncertainties in the the188

low-energy range of the Johnson & Christy data [32].)189

It is important to mention that the results presented in this section (fig. 1 and fig. 2), only190

depend on the radius ratio d and not on the total nanoparticle volume (i. e. ranging d by fixing191
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A1 and changing the shell thickness or fixing A2 and varying the core volume would produce192

the same results), because again we restrict ourselves to the quasi-static regime of polarization193

only. Obviously, for sizes too big to lie in this regime, one would need to take into account194

the size-dependent dipolar polarizability calculated from the full Mie theory, as well as higher195

multipoles; the same methodology as exploited here could be applied, in principle, to higher-order196

polarizabilities, as long as one stays outside the emissive regime (nanolasing) [37].197

In the following sections, we will present how the polarizability lineshapes U(l) evolve in198

these structures for different values of d different amounts of gain �.199

4. Low-loss metal behavior200

In figure 3, we present the spectral behavior for a silver core-shell particle with a gain-enriched201

silica shell, and dispersed in water. In the quasi-static regime, the total particle volume intervenes202

as a mere scaling factor in eq. 1, and we therefore plot the real and imaginary parts of the reduced203

polarizability U(l)/(4cA3
2) to dismiss such irrelevant size effects. (Note also that we have chosen204

a realistic value for the emitter’s bandwith Δ: ℏΔ = 0.15 eV.)
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Fig. 3. Silver core-shell: Evolution of the plasmon resonance of a 20-nm core-shell
nanoparticle embedding a silver-core in a gain-enriched silica shell and dispersed in
water. Black curves: real part of the reduced polarizability, orange curves: imaginary
part. As gain is increased (from left to right) and for different shell thickness [increasing
from up to down] before and after the singular plasmon values [(c), (g), (m)]. Parameters:
Yh = 1.769 (water), Yb = 2.1316 (silica), l6 = lsp and ℏΔ = 0.15 eV. The frequency
ranges in which the system becomes emissive (U′′(l) < 0) are highlighted in gray.

205

The spectra here do not differ much from those found in the case of a single silver particle206

in a uniform gain medium [30]. Specifically, for every row and from left to right one can see a207

plasmon of increasing quality and amplitude as the gain level � increases from zero (in fig. 3a, e,208

i), until the singular point (� = � th) is reached (see fig. 3c, g, m). It is important to emphasize209

here that, for these structures, the imaginary part of the polarizability U′′(l) becomes negative210

only for� ≥ � th, meaning that the singular gain� th indeed represents here the threshold between211

an absorptive and an emissive regime.212



As � increases beyond the singular point, the quality of the plasmon resonance gradually213

degrades due to excess gain, but it acquires a growing negative imaginary part (see grey-shaded214

areas in fig. 3d, h, n): as discussed in section 1, this corresponds to a frequency region where our215

simple model breaks down and where a more complete model allowing for a full spatio-temporal216

dynamics has to be used [37, 40]. Therefore, all curves in these gray regions, should not be217

taken literally (for this figure and in all subsequent figures presenting a spectrum). Inside the218

grey regions, results in the related geometry studied in [37] strongly suggest that an exponential219

amplification (instability) in the field intensity should occur, yielding appropriate conditions for220

spasing/nanolasing to appear [20,23]. (And this is indeed fully confirmed by our more recent221

work on the specific dynamics of the nano-shell geometry [40]). Therefore, one can consider222

formula 13 as the simplest, existing way to evaluate the minimal amount of gain necessary to223

realize nano-emitters out of these structures.224

In figure 4, we present the spectral behavior for a silver nano-shell particle embedding a gain225

enriched silica core and dispersed in water. There are two main advantages here, compared
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Fig. 4. Silver nano-shell: Evolution of the plasmon resonance of a 20-nm nano-shell
particle embedding a gain enriched silica core in a silver shell and diluted in water. As
gain is increased (from left to right) and for different shell thickness [increasing from
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226

with the previous core-shell case. First, as observed in fig. 1, the singular frequency changes227

significantly as d is varied, as is usual with nanoshells. This could allow for some flexibility to228

position the singular resonance frequency lsp on the fixed emission center frequency lg of any229

predetermined gain medium, which may prove easier in practice than to find a dye emitting as230

close as possible to the fixed singular resonance in the case of core-shells. Another advantage of231

the nanoshell configuration is that the field inside the core keeps uniform, and the plasmonic field232

outside the particle keeps dipolar, even in the emissive regimes (grey regions in fig. 4c, g, m, d, h,233

n), leading to single-mode nanolasing. On the contrary, core-shell systems will suffer a “mode234

cascade mechanism” which will inevitably lead to multi-mode lasing, as was discussed in [37].235



5. High-loss metal behavior236

As in the case of a single particle in a uniform medium [30], the spectral response of a gold237

core-shell nanoparticle appears to be richer than its silver counterpart. The first thing one can
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Fig. 5. Gold core-shell: Evolution of the plasmon resonance of a 20-nm core-shell
nanoparticle embedding a gold-core in a gain enriched silica-shell and dispersed in water.
Black curves: real part of the reduced polarizability, orange curves: imaginary part. As
gain is increased (from left to right) and for different shell thickness [increasing from
up to down] before and after the singular plasmon values [(c), (g), (m)]. Parameters:
Yh = 1.769 (water), Yb = 2.1316 (silica), l6 = lsp and ℏΔ = 0.15 eV. The frequency
ranges in which the system becomes emissive (U′′(l) < 0) are highlighted in gray.
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notice in figure 5 is that, due to the higher metal losses, the gain threshold � th necessary to239

produce the singular behavior (fig. 5c, g, m) is around twenty times larger than the one for silver240

(fig. 3c, g, m), again showing gold a less promising candidate for nanolasing applications than241

silver. Also, for the same reason, the plasmon resonance in absence of gain (fig. 5a, e, i) is less242

pronounced compared to that of silver and also much more distorted as an effect of the interband243

transitions.244

The most interesting aspect here is that, the high level of gain necessary to drive any response,245

produces an additional deformation on the plasmonic resonance even before the singular point246

(fig. 5b, f, l). When a thick shell is considered and an amount of gain lower than the one needed to247

drive the singular behavior is added to the system (� < � th) as in fig. 5l), we observe a real part248

of the polarizability U′(l) having a bell-like shape (whereas this is usually seen for imaginary249

response), and conversely, the imaginary part U′′(l) has here the sigmoidal shape normally250

expected for real part. Similar shapes are observed for thicker shells (not shown). This behavior,251

called “conjugate plasmon” is due to Fano-type resonances, and was theoretically predicted for252

the first time in the case of a metal particle in a uniform gain medium [30]. Conjugate plasmons253

show one particularly attractive property: at the plasmon frequency, where the real response is254

maximal, losses are also close to zero; which is in fact much more favorable for most of practical255

applications than the situation of usual plasmons.256

When thinner shells are considered, the deformed spectral response does not produce an257

actual swap between the real and the imaginary part of U(l), instead, these appear to be quite258



symmetrical, still keeping the interesting propriety of having a large, positive real part where259

the losses are negligible. Moreover, when thin shells are considered and an amount of gain260

greater than � th is used (fig. 5d, h), an even more interesting symmetrical situation appears:261

while the conjugate plasmons obtained before the singular point have a positive real part, here262

they display a negative real part. This type of responses where the real part of U is significant263

and the imaginary part is negligible, could be extremely valuable, if one is interested in obtaining264

artificial, low-loss media with so-called “negative” properties. The important setback here is265

that this is observed for very high (probably irrealistic) gain levels in the system, and also these266

features lies very close to the emissive spectral region (grey regions in fig. 5b, f, l, d, h), which267

could limit the possibility to use this propriety for applications.268

Finally, quite interestingly, it should be stressed that due to the strong spectral deformations269

related to high losses and interband transitions, the system becomes emissive for amounts of270

gain less than the threshold gain needed to produce the singular behavior (see the grey regions in271

fig. 5b, f, l). The exact nature of these “low-gain” emissive states as compared to those obtained272

for (� < � th) remains to be explored, but paradoxically enough, this indicates that the interband273

transitions may provide ways to reduce emission with lower gain levels than expected for gold.274

We conclude the study of plasmon spectra with figure 6, where the spectral behavior of gold275

nano-shell structures is presented. Here one can easily see that particles with thin gold shells
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Fig. 6. Gold nano-shell: Evolution of the plasmon resonance of a 20-nm nano-shell
nanoparticle embedding a gain enriched silica core in a gold shell and dispersed in water.
Black curves: real part of the reduced polarizability, orange curves: imaginary part. As
gain is increased (from left to right) and for different shell thickness [increasing from
up to down] before and after the singular plasmon values [(c), (g), (m)]. Parameters:
Yh = 1.769 (water), Yb = 2.1316 (silica), l6 = lsp and ℏΔ = 0.15 eV. The frequency
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behave basically the same as silver nanoshells (fig. 6a-d). Provided that enough gain is included277

in the system, the same spectral behavior appears until around d ∼ 0.5. However, as soon as278

the metal volume fraction increases more, the extremely high level of gain necessary to drive279

any enhancement in the resonance, produces an additional deformation in the spectra (fig. 6e-n),280

up to the point where the losses are so high that, even if we still observe a singular behavior281



(fig. 6m), any emission seems to be lost for larger quantities of gain (fig. 6n). In such situations282

where extreme gain competes with extreme losses, other physical effects (not included in this283

model) may rise; for this reason, we would definitely suggest caution in acquiring the spectral284

results presented in figs. 6i-n.285

6. Density of gain elements (emitters)286

It is of prime importance, for the reasons mentioned in the last paragraph and others, to provide287

a way to quantitatively evaluate if a gain level is realistically attainable or not. For this reason288

one has to relate the � parameter of equation 2 with real physical quantities. There are different289

approaches to do this: here we solve the time dynamical model for gain elements based on the290

optical Bloch equations we presented in a previous work [37], looking for the steady state regime.291

The result of this calculation gives:292

Y6 = Yb +
2=`2#

3ℏY0 [2(l − lg) + 8Δ]
(14)

We remind the reader that = is the volume density of gain elements (emitters such as dye molecules,
quantum dots, etc.), ` the transition dipole moment of the emitters, # is the population inversion
(i. e. the pumped fraction of the of the gain elements population) and ℏ the reduced Plank constant.
Comparing equation 14 with equation 2, we get the equation 3 presented in the beginning of this
article, that is:

� =
2=`2

3ℏY0Δ
#̃ .

From the latter, one can calculate the volume density = of emitters:293

= =
3ℏY0Δ

2`2#
�, (15)

which gives a relation between the gain level � in the system and the required emitter density294

= to generate it. It also allows to calculate the emitter density =th necessary to reach the lasing295

threshold � = � th and produce a singular resonance as:296

=th (d) =
3ℏY0Δ

2`2#
� th (d), (16)

It is worth recalling that, as discussed previously, in order for � th (and thus for =th) to be only297

function of d, one has to align the gain element center-line emission with the plasmon resonance298

(lg = lsp); moreover if we consider a fully pumped nanoparticle (#̃ = 1), all of the constants in299

equation 16 are already set but the transition dipole moment `. In the following characterization,300

we plot =th as a function of the aspect ratio d, considering dyes with transition dipole moments in301

the range ` = 10 ± 5 D, comparable to the classical dye Rhodamine 123 (`' ∼ 8.1 D) [41].302

The results of this characterization are presented in figure 7 for core-shell and in figure 8 for303

nano-shell structures. In both figures, the continuous lines (resp. black line for silver, and orange304

line for gold) are calculated for ` = 10�, while the shaded areas (resp. yellow for gold and305

grey for silver) show how =th changes by varying ` in the interval 5 D ≤ ` ≤ 15 D (the lowest306

border corresponds to the highest `). For reference, we also compared the found densities with307

the density of the close-packing of spheres in a dense arrangement [42], =CP = 0.74: this is308

materialized by a red horizontal line, above which emitters density are geometrically prohibited.309

This should be understood as a mere indication of maximum densities, since the gain medium310

is expected to structurally collapse well before the geometrical limit, as the host matrix (e.g.,311

silica) is gradually replaced by emitters. Also, at high densities, even before two gain elements312
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physically touch each other, emitter-emitter couplings can become strongly detrimental for their313

efficiency [43–46].314

The first thing one can appreciate in figure 7 is that, no matter if using a gain element with315

transition dipole moment as low as ` = 5 D it is still possible to fit enough elements to drive a316

singular behavior up to very thin shells. On the other hand, when gold is used, due to stronger317

metallic losses, low transition dipole moments do not allow singular behavior with realistic318

emitter densities; even with ` = 10 D, it is necessary to have enough gain, i.e. thick enough319

shells, to allow for it (d . 0.65).320

In figure 8 we present the same characterization for nano-shell particles. Here one has to321

consider that the higher metal volume fraction is for thick shells (low d) and consequently, the322

particle density needed to produce the singular behavior gets lower for higher d (thin shells). One323

can observe ripples, which are again due to measurements discrepancies in the low-energy end of324

the silver permittivity data we used [32]. If one compares the behavior for a silver nano-shell325

(fig. 8: black continuous line) with the one of a nano-shell made of gold (fig. 8: orange continuous326

line), it is evident once again that, due to the lower losses in silver, it is possible to use a wider327

range of shell thicknesses and still be able to fit enough gain in the core to produce a singular328

behavior: even with a gain element with a relatively low transition dipole moment one can,329

in principle, still obtain emission with thick-shell-particles (d ∼ 0.5). Also, when using gain330

elements with a transition dipole moment of around 10 D it appears to be possible to realize an331

emissive silver nano-shell up to very thick shells (d . 0.3).332

Finally, we can confirm here what we anticipated when discussing fig. 6: it appears to be333

impossible to fit enough gain in the core of a gold nano-shell particle with a thick shell (d . 0.5),334

even when using high transition dipole moment (` ∼ 15 D) gain elements. This means that,335
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unless a new gain element with an extraordinary transition dipole moment is developed, the336

spectra presented in figure 6e-n for gold are not realistically realizable.337

Summarizing, when silver is used, it appears that both the core-shell and the nano-shell are338

viable candidates to realize a plasmonic emitter; when gold is used, nano-shells are a better339

solution unless very-high-transition-dipole gain elements are employed. Finally, in the pursuit for340

the ideal gain element, size is a hidden factor that might not be evident in our characterization:341

the gain element radius is in fact relevant because, as an example, high transition dipole moment342

quantum dots tend to have typical diameter ranging between 2 and 10 nm [47,48], and may be343

too big to reach high packing densities, or to even fit in small nanoparticles (like the ones we344

focused on), requiring large, multipolar ones instead.345

7. Designing a gain-assisted nanoparticle for singular resonance346

We will now harvest from our characterization a step by step procedure to facilitate the design of347

a gain assisted nanoparticle including enough gain to allow a singular resonance.348

• Firstly one can use equation 12 to calculate the singular plasmon frequency when lg = lsp349

or (and this is especially effective for nano-shells) set the desired singular frequency lsp350

and use the same equation to determine the right radius ratio d;351

• once lsp is set, one has to look for a gain element whose emission central frequency is the352

closest possible to it (lg ∼ lsp) to maximize the coupling efficiency;353

• if the found gain emission frequency is different from the singular plasmon frequency354

(lg ≠ lsp), one can use equation 10 to calculate the new singular frequency and equation 11355



to calculate the threshold gain � th, else (if lg = lsp) one can directly use equation 13 to356

calculate � th;357

• knowing � th, one can use equation 16 to calculate the threshold particle density to be358

included in the shell (core-shells) or in the core (nano-shells) to allow for a singular359

resonance when completely pumped.360

It is of prime importance to stress here that, at this stage, the presented procedure is not meant to361

be taken as a recipe or as a validated protocol, but more as an indication of the most promising362

direction to be explored in order to experimentally test our findings.363

8. Conclusions364

We have studied the plasmonic response of metal nanoparticles in the core-shell and nano-shell365

configurations, when pumped gain elements are added to the system. The findings of this simple,366

steady state approach can be validated using a more complex, dynamical, multipolar model (as367

the one we presented in a previous work [37]) until the gain threshold needed to overcompensate368

the metal losses and driven emission is reached.369

Taking advantage of the simplicity of this model, we generalized a method allowing to calculate370

both the threshold gain � th and the singular resonance frequency lsp (nanolasing frequency)371

for both core-shell and nano-shell particles. When the efficiency of the coupling between the372

gain elements and the plasmon is maximized (by superimposing the gain emission line with the373

plasmonic resonance lg = lsp), both the singular resonance frequency and the threshold gain374

are only function of d. We used this simplified dependency to characterize the evolution of the375

plasmonic spectral shape as a function of the gain added for both core-shells and nano-shells376

made in gold and silver, we discussed up to what point these spectra are reliable, where and when377

this model breaks and what one can expect when it does.378

This way we have shown that the quality of the resonances can be drastically enhanced until379

the response can become singular at � th, this is especially true for metals with a low level of380

losses like silver, where additional gain only produces an increasing quality of the plasmon381

resonance towards the singular point, without introducing any additional deformation in the382

spectral shape. In gold, due to the higher loss associated with the interband transition, the383

situation is richer. Deformed spectra as the “conjugate” plasmon appear revealing spectral384

responses that, if realizable, could be harbingers of novel applications.385

We discussed that, when the imaginary part of the polarizability gets negative, one can expect386

emission in that frequency range; and also mentioned that, when this happens, a quantitative387

description of the phenomenon falls out of the scope of our model.388

Finally we proposed a way to determine if a gain level � is realistic or not, by translating it in389

terms of particle density = and comparing this last to the close-packing of equal spheres is a dense390

arrangement, this way we have shown that depending on the transition dipole moment ` of the391

used gain, some configuration are more realistic than others and, as expected, silver nanoparticles392

sporting the lowest possible metal volume-ratio are better candidates for the realization of an393

emitting plasmonic nanoparticle. Eventually, we reorganized all of our findings in a step by step394

procedure aimed to facilitate the synthesis of nanoparticles which could potentially being driven395

to emission.396

The presented model is general and it can be easily customized to describe a wider range397

of different materials and configuration. Fine tuning, using different particle sizes and gain398

elements, can easily be done allowing the possibility to design different nanostructures optimized399

for diverse cutting edge optical applications.400
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